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An inspiring collection of ideas and projects for encouraging an artistic spirit in children! 3D Art Lab

for Kids includes 36 kid-friendly fine art projects in paper, clay, textiles, sculpture, and jewelry. Each

project is inspired by the work of a prominent artist and is illustrated with step-by-step full-color

photographs of the process as well as finished samples and variations.Â Whether you use these

projects independently or as a curriculum for hands-on 3D art experiences, youâ€™ll find that the

lessons in this book are open-ended so they can be explored over and overâ€“with different results

each time! Colorful photos illustrate how different people using the same lesson will yield different

results, exemplifying the way the lesson brings out each artistâ€™s personal style. 3D Art Lab for

Kids is the perfect book for creative families, friends, and community groups and works as lesson

plans for both experienced and new art teachers. Children of all ages and experience levels can be

guided by adults and will enjoy these engaging exercises.
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What is *most* pleasing about Susan Schwake's latest Art Lab book is how the projects are

accessible to both kids and parents wanting to move past traditional do-it-yourself art books (where

there's too much text and too few photos.) 3-D Art Lab for Kids is the remedy to overwhelming



books of that nature, and will satisfy visual learners. Schwake provides easy instructions about

set-up and tools, and then moves the reader into 3-D projects which are organized according to

medium (paper, clay, textiles, sculpture, and jewelry). The photography and page layout is

thoughtful which ultimately helps the at-home-artist looking for an easy-to-use (read as

unintimidating) reference. This is the book to buy if you are looking to make art, (for the first time, or

again) and aren't quite sure where to start. What projects am I most excited to try? "Pinch Pot

Birds," "Soft Sculpture" (a la Claes Oldenburg) "Frozen Jute Scuplture" and "Jumbo Masks" (for

real--these are kid size and totally fantastic! I imagine they could end up on a parade float!) Highly

recommend!

I'm so thrilled that Susan has published this book! I'm a photographer by trade, and also a very

involved parent in my children's school. I frequently teach enrichment mixed-media art electives to

the kids (ages 9-11) and am always in need of fresh, creative ideas. This book more than fits the

bill. The thing about Susan is, she is a real life art teacher of children. She knows what they like, the

ways in which they think, and intuitively knows that she needs to leave room in her lessons for

student exploration and unique personal expression. This comes through in the way each lesson is

presented.What will you find in this book? A variety of interesting 3D projects -- paper, clay, textiles,

sculpture, jewelry and more! I can't wait to introduce my students to the clay finger puppet project,

cardboard relief paintings, shadow boxes, and embroidered landscapes. I also like that Susan

invites the instructor/learner to use recycled materials and everyday products and objects in the

projects -- a valuable lesson that teaches you don't need lots of expensive products and gear to

make beautiful art.I give this book five stars all the way and recommend it to anyone that wants to

be creative with kids!

This book is a wonderful book to get any child's creative juices flowing. The book has many different

projects in different medias. Each project can be down easily at home and can be done again

getting completely different results. Almost every project has an artist who creates similar works and

information about him or her. Most of the chapters then have expanded artist visits to learn more

about an artist who works with that media. It is a book that will help children create as well as learn

about art. My daughter is 5 and she is a bit young for the book, but we enjoy doing the projects

together. It is perfect for slightly older children.

3-D Art Lab For Kids is Susan Schwake's third Art Lab for Kids book, and possibly her best! An



artist herself, Ms. Schwake also brings her many years of teaching art to the crafting of her titles. In

3-D Art Lab, she has selected many interesting and accessible three dimensional art projects to do

with family, friends and students. They are not only clearly described, but are accompanied by lots

of great photos to assist you and your budding artists. This is a very user friendly book, and should

be on anyone's list who works with art and children together. Bravo! I will purchase this over and

over for family members, friends and colleagues. This book is terrific and I would highly recommend

it!

This book offers a year full of projects your kids can make with - and this is important - almost no

help from Mom. It offers an art class in a book. The instructions are clear and well written, often

showing a professional artist in his or her studio, and always showing children's hands completing

the steps. Those children's hands are always cleaned up for the photographs, and they are always

white hands.In the end, I'm bummed about the photographs. Do only white people make art?

I highly recommend this book that is the third in a series of well thought out and beautifully

photographed books. They have the experience of an artist/teacher's many years of

experimentation and results for their basis.Full of age appropriate ideas for 3D art projects that

parents, and grandparents, can use for a day's activity or a longer commitment the ideas also

translate well to classroom projects for different age and skill levels.
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